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Abstract – When ships suffer hull damage at sea, quick and 
effective repairs are vital. In these scenarios where even minutes 
make a substantial difference, repair crews need effective 
solutions suited to modern challenges. In this paper, we propose 
a self-assembly algorithm to be used by a homogeneous swarm of 
autonomous underwater robots to aggregate at the hull breach 
and use their bodies to form a patch of appropriate size to cover 
the hole. Our approach is inspired by existing modular robot 
technologies and techniques, which are used to justify the 
feasibility of the proposed system in this paper. We test the ability 
of the agents to form a patch for various breach sizes and 
locations and investigate the effect of varying population density. 
The system is verified within the two-dimensional Netlogo 
simulation environment and shows how the system performance 
can be quantified in relation to the sizes of the breach and the 
swarm. The methodology and simulation results illustrate that 
the swarm robot approach presented in this paper forms an 
important contribution to the emergency ship hull repair 
scenario and compares advantageously against the traditional 
shoring methods. We conclude by suggesting how the approach 
may be extended to a three-dimensional domain to aid real-time 
implementation in the future. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Innovations in materials, mechanical engineering, and 
naval architecture have ensured that the strength and resilience 
of ship hulls has remained steadfast this past century, but no 
sea-faring vessel is immune to accidental or deliberate 
damage. When a ship suffers a fracture or hull breach, the race 
to prevent the loss of the ship begins. Once a breach is 
detected, damage control crews are tasked with sealing off 
relevant compartments, plugging and patching holes from 
within the ship (shoring), and deploying pumps to remove sea 
water [1]. These repairs are essential to prevent excess listing 
of the vessel and restore stability, but shoring is a dangerous, 
time-constrained procedure that risks the lives of ship’s crew, 
and with modern naval services moving towards more 
intelligent autonomous sea faring vessels [2], relying on crew 
members to carry out these repairs seems less sustainable. To 
address this important issue, an approach to emergency ship 
hull repair using a swarm of autonomous underwater repair 
robots is proposed. 
Using a swarm of robots to carry out the repair has many 
advantages over a single robot system [3]. Swarm-robot 
systems are typically more robust to unit failure, more scalable 
to different search spaces, and have the flexibility to adapt to 
different tasks. 
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In this approach, a decentralised group of homogeneous repair 
robots are used to inspect a ship hull, locate the damage, 
aggregate at the desired location and self-assemble to form a 
repair sheet of appropriate size using their own bodies. Once 
assembled, the newly formed robot patch is used to cover the 
breach and seal it, halting the ingress of water and allowing 
for safe deployment of pumps to drain the relevant 
compartments. Once realised, this solution could remove the 
requirement for ship’s crew to deal with most of the repairs, 
promoting greater autonomy of large sea-faring vessels and 
safeguarding the lives of crew. There are many aspects to this 
approach that require study such as optimal search patterns, 
navigation aspects, resilience to sensor noise, and adaptation 
to partial population failure, which will be addressed in a 
separate paper. This paper focuses on the self-assembly 
protocol to be used by the swarm once a breach has been 
located. 
This paper will proceed as follows: Section II introduces 
key background literature used to formulate the approach and 
justify feasibility. Section III details the methodology, 
including the algorithm used by the swarm to perform self-
assembly. Section IV outlines the experimental setup, presents 
results and identifies trends. Section V discusses the 
implications of our findings. Section VI concludes the paper 
with what has been achieved so far and describes future work, 
such as 3D implementation. 
II. BACKGROUND 
Self-assembly and modular robotics are two closely 
related fields of research which have seen significantly 
increased interest in the past 16 years [4-5]. Indeed, the 
existing literature is expansive covering many topics from 
morphology and re-configurability to behaviour and task 
allocation, but also highlights areas that require further 
development. Reviews of the current technology identify a 
need for systems that are truly scalable in terms of swarm size, 
robot module size, and practicality [5]. The approach proposed 
in this paper seeks to provide a practical application for a 
swarm of self-reconfigurable modular robots. The self-
assembly protocol used by the swarm of repair robots is 
pivotal to the success of the emergency ship hull repair 
solution and is the focus of this paper. However, the robot 
modules used in simulation to demonstrate the self-assembly 
algorithm do not yet have a physical counterpart. As such, the 
robot module specifications are reduced to simple geometric 
shapes and a description of their abilities. The capabilities of 
the simulated robot modules are based on existing 
technologies found within the literature. 
There are many existing mobile modular systems capable 
of self-reconfiguration [6-12]. These are systems that can 
navigate freely in a search space, capable of forming a 
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required shape from scattered modules, and do not require 
human interaction to achieve required assembly. Such systems 
may assemble to create various formations, but a more notable 
example is that of the M-block robot [11] that can assume 
lattice structures, which are typically more resilient to shear 
forces than chain or truss shaped structures. Another aspect 
that affects resistance to external forces and the ability to hold 
a given shape is the type of connection used to join modules 
together. The two most common types of links used in existing 
systems are either magnetic or mechanical. Magnetic links 
allow for simpler attaching and releasing of modules and 
compare favourably to mechanical links. The Smart Blocks 
robot [13] is a prime example of a modular robot system 
capable of reconfiguration while maintaining bonds between 
units using magnetic links. In this paper, the simulated 
modules are assumed to form magnetic links between each 
other when attaching to form the repair patch.  
The modules described thus far can be considered 
relatively self-sufficient since they are designed to operate 
using their own power supplies and can carry out actions 
independent of direct control. This seems to be a necessity to 
increase the ease of mobility and simplify the algorithms used 
to govern motion and guide re-configuration. Designing the 
system to be composed of homogeneous modules further 
helps simplify the control algorithm since any unit can 
theoretically occupy any position in the desired goal 
configuration [4]. Most aspects of modular robotics have been 
investigated on solid ground in both physical systems and 
simulations, but the domain we are interested in (underwater) 
is more dynamic in nature. Using a swarm of robots that can 
self-assemble to overcome difficult terrain has been explored 
in rough terrain environments [14-15]. However, modular 
robot systems that can be deployed in underwater 
environments are fewer in number. There are some modular 
underwater robots that have been developed through research 
[16-18], but none yet matches the morphology desired for the 
system proposed in this paper. The closest existing robots 
which could be used as a basis for the simulated robots in the 
experiments presented in this paper are the modular hydraulic 
propulsion robots developed by Doyle et al [19]. 
To achieve the desired self-assembly behaviour, the robot 
modules require sensors that allow them to gather adequate 
information about their environment, so they may orientate 
themselves and navigate effectively. The robots are intended 
to achieve localization by using a combination of small-scale 
gyroscopes [20], distance sensors, and a forward-facing 
camera to inspect the ship hull and use it as a point of 
reference. The modules may freely move in the fluid 
environment, but they should stay within range of the ship hull 
and work to maintain a set distance. This allows the modules 
to treat the environment more like a two-dimensional (2D) 
search space rather than a three-dimensional (3D) space - 
adding this constraint allows for the implementation of 
simpler algorithms for navigation and co-ordination. 
The robots would be able to differentiate between an intact 
ship hull and a breach by using a combination of cameras and 
an on-board image processing tool to investigate their 
surroundings [21]. The camera may also be used to further 
reduce the errors in position estimation from the gyroscope 
and distance sensor readings by employing complimentary 
localisation techniques [22]. The robot modules are intended 
to operate as a decentralised system, independent of any input 
from a master controller, but they still require methods of 
communication with each other to carry out the self-assembly 
protocol. For communication that can reach any of the 
modules at a given time, an active omnidirectional low 
frequency sonar system [23] could be used by the robots to 
signal when they have located a hull breach or detect when 
another robot is emitting such a signal. For local module-to-
module interactions, LEDs and corresponding RGB colour 
sensors on each robot could be used, allowing each robot to 
communicate its state to local neighbours using their LEDs 
and examine the state of their neighbour’s state using their 
sensors. The reduced size, and power consumption of these 
devices compared to alternative methods make them ideal for 
use in a multi-robot system since the cost of such devices, and 
their power requirements, are less than that of more complex 
devices. Such efficiency and economic considerations are 
necessary if the system is intended for real-world 
implementation. 
Communications between the robot modules, and their 
coupling/decoupling procedure, are assumed to be 
instantaneous. Some delay between module communication 
and linking is inevitable, but this issue falls outside of the 
scope of this paper and will be addressed in a future study. 
This study is concerned with the self-assembly protocol that 
will allow modules to form a repair patch of appropriate size, 
and how population density must be considered in order to 
achieve the fastest, most efficient response to a hull breach. 
III. METHODOLOGY 
The simulations for the self-assembly protocol are carried 
out in an open source simulation platform Netlogo - ideal for 
scenarios involving multiple agents with simple morphologies, 
operating in 2D environments. The simulated modules used in 
our experiments measure 5cm×5cm and can move one body 
length per simulation step, roughly equating to a top speed of 
0.05 ms−1. The modules can freely move in the simulation 
space but are unable to move through other robots and instead 
must give way to the units ahead of them, or to the right of 
them. They are always assumed to be able to maintain a set 
distance from the ship hull using their distance sensors, making 
the robots operate as though they are on the same plane. 
Modules can connect to each other using strong magnetic links 
and can also detach from each other easily. The robots use a 
small forward-facing camera to inspect the ship hull and 
choose an appropriate assembly point once the breach is 
located. Each robot is capable of two forms of communication: 
the first method (Fig. 1) uses sonar transmitters and receivers 
to send and receive the signal that indicates the location of the 
agent and the hull breach. The second method (Fig. 2) uses the 
LEDs and corresponding RGB sensors on each module that 
allows them to transmit their state in the form of a colour, and 
inspect the colour emitted from its neighbours, indicating their 
state. 
 
In the 2D simulations presented in this paper, it is assumed 
that one of the robots has successfully located the breach and 
positioned themselves above the breach location to serve as a 
reference point. All the other robot modules that follow are 
  
deployed over the side of the ship and approach the reference 
point from above. Once robot modules have successfully 
navigated to the location of the first robot module, they may 
begin the assembly protocol. The protocol instructs agents to 
begin attaching to each other to form a block of connected 
robots that spans the diameter of the breach. The length of this 
block is determined by the cameras which can recognise when 
the modules have formed a line of adequate length. Once the 
first block has fully formed, the block advances by one module 
body-length (5cm) and the unattached modules begin forming 
a second block above the first, increasing the area of the patch. 
This process then repeats until every module on the perimeter 
of the breach can confirm they are not directly above the breach 
but are still connected to a module that is. In this case the robots 
enter their final state, and change their LED colour to purple, 
indicating the patch is ready. The result is a square sheet 
formed of robot modules which is large enough to cover the 
hole. The Pseudocode in Fig. 3 represents our algorithm, 
showing the protocol for navigation and the state transitions 
each robot module undergoes to form the resultant patch. 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Robot module communication using omnidirectional low frequency 
sonar. The Robot that has located the breach transmits (Tx) the signal and 
robots that have not located the breach receive (Rx) and follow the signal. 
 
 
 
Fig.2. Robot modules communicate their state with neighbours using LEDs 
(red, green, and orange circles) and RGB sensors (white triangles). 
Algorithm 1   Self-Assembly Algorithm 
1: begin program 
2: 
3:   while unattached to block do 
4:        if agent ahead = false   then 
5:             face reference point module. 
6:  move forward by 5cm. 
7:        else  
8:             if agent ahead = red   then 
9:                  move backwards by 5cm. 
10:  else if agent ahead = green   then 
11:        attach to top of agent. 
12:  else if left neighbour of agent ahead = green   then 
13:        attach to right side of block. 
14:  else 
15:                 attach to left side of block. 
16:           end if 
17:        end if 
18:   end while 
19:    
20:   while own state ≠ green do 
21:        if hull breach in line of sight = false then 
22:             own state = green. 
23:        else 
24:             if left neighbour state ≠ green then 
25:                  own state = orange. 
26:             else 
27:                  if right neighbour state ≠ green then 
28:                       own state = orange. 
29:                  else 
30:                       own state = green. 
31:                  end if 
32:             end if 
33:        end if 
34:   end while 
35: 
36:   while own state ≠ purple do 
37:        if all neighbour states = green then 
38:             advance 5cm to cover hull breach. 
39:             if hull breach in line of sight = false then 
40:                  own state = purple. 
41:             end if 
42:        else 
43:             if all neighbour states = purple then 
44:                  own state = purple. 
45:             end if 
46:        end if 
47:   end while 
48: 
49:   while breach ≠ sealed do 
50:        approach and seal hull breach. 
51:   end while 
52: 
53: end program 
 
Fig.3. Pseudocode for the navigation and state transitions of our algorithm, 
instructing agents which module to attach to, and which state to occupy based 
on their displayed state. 
 
  
 
Fig.4. Netlogo simulated environment, showing robot modules carrying out the 
self-assembly protocol. The colours represent the LEDs on each face of the 
robot, indicating their state; Red for in transit, Orange for attached to an 
incomplete block, and Green for attached to a completed block. 
The simulated environment (Fig.4.) consists of a 
rectangular arena, which represents a section of a damaged ship 
hull. The coloured cubes represent the robot modules that are 
either forming part of the patch (green and orange) or still in 
transit (red). The light grey area represents the section of ship 
hull above the waterline, the blue area is the section of ship hull 
beneath the waterline, and the black area represents the hull 
breach. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS  
In all the experiments, robot modules are deployed at a 
steady rate ranging from 4 to 48 robots per minute. This is how 
we implement increases and decreases in population density 
and study the effect this has on the self-assembly process. Each 
set of variables tested represents the median value obtained 
from 50 consecutive experiments. 
The first set of experiments address hull breaches ≤ 60 cm 
in diameter, since this represents the upper bound of common 
torpedo diameters [24]. In these scenarios, a single 
compartment is fully flooded but sealed off from other sections 
of the ship. The constants of this experiment are the shape of 
the breach, which was circular, the movement speed of the 
repair robots (0.05 ms−1), the speed of coupling and 
decoupling of modules, and the speed of information exchange 
between the robots – both of which are assumed to be 
instantaneous. The variables of this experiment include the 
location of the hull breach, which ranges from 0.6m to 4.2m in 
depth, and the size of the breach which is between 10cm and 
60cm in diameter. We use this information to determine the 
optimal amount of repair robots that should be deployed per 
minute to address these types of hull breach. The most notable 
sample of our graphs (Fig. 5) is provided to help identify 
trends. 
The results from Fig. 5 show the number of robots in the 
swarm that remain unattached once the breach is sealed, and 
the time each simulation takes to complete against the number 
of robots deployed per minute. This information was used to 
determine the optimal amount of repair robots that should be 
present at once for breaches of difference sizes. Deploying 
fewer robots per minute yields the least number of robots that 
remain unattached. However, the time taken to seal the breach 
is much greater when fewer robots are deployed each minute. 
A breached compartment needs to be sealed before pumps can 
be deployed to drain the compartment and help the ship regain 
stability. Therefore, in scenarios where the compartment is 
already fully flooded, time is a more heavily weighted 
constraint and repairing the breach quickly is the highest 
priority. The time taken to repair the breach increases 
minimally after a deployment rate of 36, but the number of 
robots that remain unattached increases significantly. Hence, it 
could be argued that the most optimal deployment rate is 36 
robot modules per minute since this yields a sufficiently fast 
repair and minimises the number of unattached robots at the 
end of the simulation. 
 
Fig.5. Results of first set of experiments using a breach diameter of 30cm. 
The top plot shows the time taken to form a patch of appropriate size at three 
different depths of breach. The bottom plot shows the number of robots that 
remain unattached at the end of each of the simulations. 
The second set of experiments also address hull breaches 
less than or equal to 60cm in diameter but attempt to seal the 
breach while an ingress of water is in progress – the goal being 
to minimise the ingress of water. The constants and variables 
of this experiment are the same as those of the first set of 
experiments, but now the flow rate of the water entering the 
compartment is also considered, which varies according to the 
size and depth of the breach. Equation (1) is used to determine 
the total volume of water that enters the container. 
∆𝑉
∆𝑡
= 𝐴 ∙ √2𝑔(ℎ1 − ℎ2),  (1) 
  
where ∆𝑉 is the volume difference of fluid flow in cubic metres 
(𝑚3), ∆𝑡 is the time interval in seconds (s), 𝐴 is the area of the 
hull breach given in square metres (𝑚2), g is acceleration due 
to gravity in metres per second squared (9.8 𝑚𝑠−2), and ℎ1 −
ℎ2 is the difference in height of the water level inside the 
compartment and outside the compartment given in metres (m). 
We use this information to determine the optimal number of 
robots capable of sealing the breach with the least amount of 
water ingress, and again make use of the graph sample (Fig.6) 
to identify trends. 
 
Fig. 6. Results from second set of experiments using a breach diameter of 30cm 
when water ingress is in progress. The top plot shows the time taken to form a 
patch of appropriate size at three different depths of breach. The bottom plot 
shows the total volume of water ingress that occurs for three different depths 
of breach. 
Instead of measuring the number of robots that remain 
unattached, Fig. 6 shows the total volume of water ingress that 
occurred, and the time each simulation took to complete 
against the number of robots deployed per minute. This 
information is used to determine the optimal amount of repair 
robots that should be present at once for breaches of difference 
sizes. The method used by the robots to approach the breach 
means the robots are less effected by the ingress of water that 
would be expected if they were to hover directly above the 
breach. Hence the time taken to carry out the repair is largely 
unaffected, resulting in a similar length of time to repair the 
hull as those in the fully flooded compartment scenario. The 
results show that deploying a greater number of robots per 
minute yields the least volume of total water ingress, however 
the gains in time taken to repair the breach decay after a rate of 
36 per minute is achieved. This decrease in time taken to repair 
seems to be the result of overcrowding that occurs when too 
many robots are present within the same space at once, slowing 
the progress of their neighbours. Therefore, the most optimal 
deployment rate is 36 robots per minute since this results in fast 
repair, without suffering hinderances to swarm performance 
due to overcrowding. 
The experiment codes we use can be accessed via our 
GitHub repository in [26], along with full videos of the 
simulation showing the self-assembly protocol. 
V. DISCUSSION 
The results indicate that a swarm of robot modules could 
use the self-assembly algorithm presented in this paper to 
repair a hull breach by forming a patch of appropriate size 
using their bodies. The experiments identified trends that hold 
across breach sizes and depths, namely that increasing the 
number of robots deployed each minute logarithmically 
decreases the time taken to repair the breach and the total 
volume of water that enters the hull. The diminished returns of 
time taken to repair are due to the overcrowding of robots near 
the top of the repair sheet. This effect could be mitigated by 
modifying the algorithm to allow agents to approach the repair 
sheet from all sides, and not just the top section closest to the 
waterline. 
Increasing the robots deployed per minute also increases 
the number of robots that remain unattached at the end of the 
process, since the system is unaware of how many robots are 
required to repair the breach until the patch is formed. 
Deploying more robots than necessary to repair a breach is less 
economical than an adequate number being selected and by 
extension is less desirable. To realise a more optimal system, 
the next solution should include how to retrieve unattached 
robots at the end of the hull repair in order to reduce the cost of 
losing unattached robots. If the robot behaviour were to be 
expanded so that unattached modules could navigate to a point 
where they can be retrieved, this would further reduce issues 
regarding population density to a matter of deploying as many 
robots per minute as possible to seal the breach. 
The results also identified a limitation of the current 
approach: when the breach is close to the waterline or if the 
repair robots approach the reference point at the wrong angle, 
the robots cannot connect to the robots already in place and the 
swarm fails to form an adequately sized repair sheet. This could 
be addressed by modifying the current procedure so that when 
the breach is located close to the waterline, the robot modules 
approach from beneath instead of above. The algorithms 
presented in this paper are conducted in 2D environments and 
serve as an important initial step towards realising the swarm 
approach for ship hull repair in emergencies. The next step 
would be to extend and test the current simulation algorithms 
in 3D environments. 
The robots should be able to operate in 3D space and 
approach the collection of robots that form the repair sheet 
from all angles. The ability to approach from different angles 
is another method by which the swarm could overcome the 
difficulties of repairing hull breaches that appear close to the 
waterline and reduce overcrowding. Once all the robots have 
formed the repair sheet and sealed the breach, they may emit a 
sonar signal that instructs the system to stop deploying repair 
robots. 
  
In realistic scenarios, the repair robots will not be aware of 
the exact location of the hull breach and will have to undertake 
a search protocol before assembly can take place. Haire et al in 
[25] explore how this could be achieved in a 3D simulated 
environment. In their approach, they deploy robots along the 
side of the ship and have each member carry out an inspection 
of the ship hull using their cameras to determine the location of 
the breach. The repair robots that successfully locate a hull 
breach transmit their position to surrounding agents by 
emitting a sonar signal – indicating that there is a hull breach 
at their location. 
If a similar inspection method was used in combination 
with the self-assembly approach in this paper, the repair robots 
could locate a breach, navigate towards the location, and begin 
their assembly protocol. However, to confirm the effectiveness 
of the algorithms presented in this paper, the experiments will 
need to be implemented in a 3D simulator. To further reduce 
the reality gap, the simulator should be capable of accurately 
modelling the physics of a fluid environment also. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented a new method of 
emergency ship hull repair using a decentralised swarm of 
autonomous underwater repair robots. We have identified a 
clear correlation between the number of robots deployed per 
minute to repair a breach, the speed of completion and the 
number of robots that will remain unattached given the 
population size. These results indicate that the new swarm 
robot approach could serve as a significant improvement over 
the traditional shoring methods provided the system can be 
implemented on a physical robot swarm. Future work will 
concern implementing these algorithms and modified variants 
in Webots, a simulator capable of modelling robots in 3D fluid 
environments, to see how they perform and bring these 
approaches closer towards implemented solutions. A real-
world system may be achieved once simulations have been 
carried out and the swarm behaviours have been validated. 
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